FingerPro ID and Digital Livescans

FingerPro ID is ideal for employee background checks, security clearances,
professional certifications, criminal booking, airport worker badging, healthcare
professionals, childcare employees, Class III firearms permits, immigration,
housing, drug testing, banking and real estate licensing, fingerprinting service
providers and many others.
Easy to Use Interface Improves Workflow Efficiency
The FingerPro ID livescan software is extremely easy to
use with nothing to memorize; has no foot pedals; and is fast,
reliable, and includes everything you need to quickly scan,
encrypt, save and Transmit fingerprint records FingerPro ID
can also print the FD-258 cards fingerprint cards. Unlike ink
fingerprinting, with FingerPro ID you can scan once and print
as many cards required for each individual that needs a
CHRC.

4-Point Image Quality Check Eliminates Guesswork
The 4-Point Image Quality Check relies on the FBI’s own
image quality scoring algorithm and includes: (1) large image
viewing window, (2) color-coded indication of the likelihood of
the image passing or failing, (3) and (4) two image quality
scores that again indicate likelihood of pass or fail.
Furthermore, the software supports rapid rescanning and two
modes of operation that allow the fingerprint technician to set
the scanning pace that works for him or her. This reinforces
good scanning techniques and the technician’s confidence that
the fingerprints he or she collects will pass FBI scrutiny.

Secure Personally Identifiable Information
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is protected through
file encryption and multi-layer password protection. User roles
can also be assigned to individual users of the FingerPro ID
software and the entire system can run completely standalone
or it can run on a network protected behind your own firewall.

Scanner Options:

Greenbit DactyScan84c










1FBI IAFIS IQS APP.F Certified Livescan
ISO/IEC FCD 19794-4
ANSI/NIST-ITL 1-2000/2007
3.2" x 3.0" 10-Print at 500 dpi
25 frames/ second-4 slaps
27 frames/ second -rolled prints
Small Size: 5.8" x 6" x 5.8"
Weighs 3lbs
USB interface (derives power from
computer)

Greenbit Multiscan527g

 FBI Certified and Approved
Palm and 10 Prints
 Up to 8 frames per second
 500 DPI, 256 Gray Scale
 Weighs only 8lbs
 Captures 10 Prints and
Palms
 Extra Large 5” x 5” Platen

Additional Options

FBI IAFIS Certified with
FingerPro ID

Hard Travel Case with
Custom Foam Cutouts

Government Issued ID
Reader for instant upload
of demographic data
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